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Abstract: A new method for 3D reconstruction from dynamic stereo image by using state estimation with
particle filter is proposed. Associations of feature points between two images and 3D position of the feature
points are estimated simultaneously by particle filter. It is due to the applicability of particle filter for non-
linear and non-Gaussian state space model including unknown associations, non-Gaussian distributions ap-
peared here, and nonlinearlity of projection. We assume that there are missing and error detection of feature
points through the image processing for feature extraction. The novelty of our method is simultaneous esti-
mation of the unknown associations and the 3D positions of feature points while most conventional methods
are using 2 step estimation, i.e., firstly estimate the associations then secondly calculate the 3D positions
depending on the estimated associations. Further improvement of estimation called Rao-blackwellization,
which is a method for variance reduction of the estimate, is used at the implementation of particle filter with
extended Kalman filter for nonlinear part of the model. Simulation experiment illustrates the efficiency of
the method. At the concluding part, we mention about a possibility of this method to provide a basis for
multiple sensor fusion problem in dynamic situation by extending the model into a general form.
Keywords: Stereo image, dynamic image, particle filter, nonlinear, non-Gaussian, sensor fusion.

1. Introduction
3D reconstruction in computer vision is one of

the most popular problem in the image processing
field and it is still challenging due to its fundamen-
tal difficulties [1]. It also has many possibilities for
real applications such as robot vision, autonomous
control of vehicle, scene analysis in geography, etc.
Many works have been dedicated to this problem from
many aspects, such as multiple view geometry [11],
dynamic image situation[17], etc. Among these works,
stereo camera, which uses two cameras to obtain two
images of different views, is one of the earliest works
in 3D reconstruction. It must be a major reason why
stereo camera is popular that the fact of many mam-
mals employing two eyes system provides an evi-
dence of a system to reconstruct the 3D information
from stereo camera.

In stereo camera, determining the associations
between two images is a fundamental problem [21].
It is straightforward to calculate the 3D information
from the stereo image when the associations are given.
However, the associations are unknown in general
and solving the association problem is not trivial de-
spite that natural animals can easily do this task. From
the theory of projection geometry (see e.g.,[11]), the
associations are restricted to a line on the image plane
called “epipolar line”. Epipolar line is obtained from
the intersection of the image plane and a plane called
“epipolar plane”, which is defined as a plane hav-
ing two optical center of the cameras and the feature
point that we are concerning. Thus the problem for

solving the associations is reduced to a search prob-
lem on the epipolar line, i.e., one dimensional asso-
ciation problem.

For a solution to the association problem, the
early paper, [21], proposed a method using the dy-
namic programming. In the paper, they firstly ex-
tract feature points from each image depending on
local properties of the image such as 1st order dif-
ference along with the epipolar line. Thus feature
points such as edges crossing the epipolar line are ex-
tracted in this process. Note that they also proposed
a method using the information between adjoining
epipolar lines, however for the sake of simplicity, we
are focusing on intra-epipolar line method here. Af-
ter that, to determine the associations between two
sets of feature points, which correspond to left and
right images respectively, dynamic programming is
used with a cost function based on the similarity of
intensity curves on the interval between two adjoin-
ing feature points on the epipolar line for each image.
Thus the method uses only image (i.e.,2D) structure
for solving the association problem. There is another
advanced method to solve the associations problem
including the occlusion and reversal positions [16],
and it also uses only 2D structure for a solution.

Use of 3D structure for solving the association
problem is interesting. However it seems to be diffi-
cult to solve the problem in this way since it involves
simultaneous estimation of the associations and the
3D structure. On the other hand, when the associa-
tions are given, there are many researches to recon-



struct the 3D information from multiple view or dy-
namic image. [4] proposed a factorization method
of multiple view/dynamic image into 3D motion and
structure in a scene of multiple moving objects with
different motions. It uses singular value decomposi-
tion for reconstruction of motion and structure [17],
and also uses block diagonalization for multiple body
extraction. [3] uses extended Kalman filter to esti-
mate 3D motion and structure from dynamic image
of single object (i.e., single motion) scene. [15] deals
with multiple motions by a method for simultaneous
estimation of the motion of each feature point and
the associations between feature points and objects
in 2D space (i.e., on the image plane). All these
methods assume the known associations of feature
points between views for multiple view case or be-
tween frames for dynamic image case.

There is an another research field dealing with
the unknown association. The field is target track-
ing, which is a classical field since the emergence
of Kalman filter but is still interesting. In this field,
simultaneous estimation of the trajectories and the
associations has been actively investigated. Here,
recent filtering technique called “particle filters” [8]
[18] or “sequential Monte Carlo” (SMC) more gen-
erally [5] [19], which are computer intensive meth-
ods for state estimation (distribution estimation in
complex situation more generally), allow us the si-
multaneous estimation due to the generality of the
technique involving nonlinear and non-Gaussian sit-
uations. See [7] for more details. By using the par-
ticle filters, new approaches for the target tracking
positively using the nonlinearlity in the problem are
possible [12], [13], [20]. It is also possible to deal
with the unknown association between target states
and observed points [9], [10], [14].

In this paper, we propose to use the particle filters
technique for 3D reconstruction problem in dynamic
image with stereo camera. The method proposed
here uses a state space model with system equation
being representing the time evolution of feature points
in 3D space and the unknown association of feature
points, where the association is between the images
of feature points of the model and the actually ob-
served feature points. Here we assume the existence
of missing and the error detection, which is a detec-
tion of feature point at not correct position due to the
uncertainty of the observation process. Observation
equation of the state space model consists of the cam-
era projection model and the reflection of the associ-
ation in the observation process. By doing the state
estimation with the particle filters, we can obtain the
estimation of the 3D positions of feature points as
well as the association of feature points between left
and right images indirectly through the estimation of
the associations mentioned above.

Structure of the rest of this paper is as follows.
We will firstly define a problem at section 2, then we

will propose a model for the estimation of the 3D in-
formation and the association simultaneously at sec-
tion 3. Technique of particle filters are reviewed at
section 4 in order to be a self containing for this pa-
per. Variance reduction method of the estimate called
Rao-Blackwellization is also reviewed here. At sec-
tion 5, we will report a result of simulation experi-
ment to illustrate the efficiency of the method. Fi-
nally at section 6, we will make some concluding re-
marks including future works, especially that the
proposed method will provide a new basis for multi-
ple sensor fusion.

2. Problem Statement
We state the problem by defining camera model,

stereo camera setting, and situation of the acquisition
of dynamic image with missing and error detection in
the following subsections.

2.1. Camera model
Firstly as a camera model, we employ central

projection model as shown in Figure 1. In this fig-
ure, the origin of the world coordinate is placed at the
camera center

�
. Each axis of the world coordinate

is denoted by capital letters � , � , and � . � denotes
focal length, which is distance between the camera
center and the image plane. Image plane has a 2D
coordinate called image coordinate, where each axis
is denoted by small letters � and � . � axis in this fig-
ure is called principal axis that starts from the camera
center and is perpendicular to the image plane. An
intersection point of the principal axis and the image
plane, denoted by � in the figure, is called principal
point.

Then, arbitrary point denoted in the world coor-
dinate by �
	������������� is projected on the image
plane at point ��	���������� in the camera coordinate
with relations ��	 �� ������	 �� � (1)

2.2. Stereo camera
We assume that two cameras in a stereo vision

have the same camera model with the same camera
parameters for the sake of convenience. Note that
it is possible to relax this condition in the following
arguments. The camera parameters are assumed to
be known. Thus two cameras are denoted by central
projection model with the same focal length � where� is known.

We also assume that relative position of the two
cameras is known. For the sake of simplicity, we
restrict the stereo vision problem into a special case
called “the geometry of nonverged stereo” [1], where
two cameras are placed in parallel with respect to
their principal axes and their � -axes of the image



Figure 1: Central projection model.

plane are on the same line. We simply refer this sit-
uation as “parallel stereo camera”. A transformation
called “rectification” converts an image from arbi-
trary placed stereo camera into one of the parallel
stereo camera.

Figure 2 illustrates stereo camera in general situ-
ation, i.e., two cameras are placed at arbitrary posi-
tions with camera centers  "! and  $# and the image
planes are shown by rectangles with solid line in the
figure. A point % in the world coordinate is observed
by these cameras, then we obtain the images of the
point as &' ! and &' # for left and right cameras respec-
tively. Then, epipolar plane is obtained to have % , ! , and  # on the plane shown by the triangle in
figure 2. Epipolar line is then obtained by taking the
intersection between the image plane and the epipo-
lar plane. Where a line segment between  ! and  #
is called “baseline”, and an intersection point of the
epipolar line and the baseline is called “epipole”. ()!
and (*# denote epipoles for left and right images re-
spectively.

Rectification is a transformation of the original
images to the image plane shown by rectangles with
dashed line in figure 2. Two image planes written
with dashed lines are on the same plane in the world
coordinate. Thus epipolar lines of two image are on
the same line as denoted by a dashed line in the fig-
ure. Points observed by two cameras then become' ! and ' # .

2.3. Association problem
As observed in the previous subsection, the epipo-

lar lines of left and right images are on the same line
in parallel stereo camera situation. Thus the associ-
ation problem between left image and right image is
reduced into a problem in a space on the two hor-
izontal line segments of left and right images with
the same vertical position. Although there are many
epipolar lines of different vertical positions in one

Figure 2: Epipolar constraint.

pair of images in general, we here focus on one pair
of epipolar lines of left and right images for the sim-
plicity sake in the following arguments.

We formulate this situation as shown in figure 3.
Where the baseline is taken as +*, , origin of the world
coordinate, - , is placed at the center of the baseline,
i.e., at the central position between two camera cen-
ters  ! and  # . . axis of the world coordinate is
on the baseline. Principal points, /0! and /*# , are of
the origin of each image plane for left and right im-
age respectively. Thus the image of the feature point% on the left image, denoted by ' ! is measured with
origin /1! , and with origin /2# for right image ' # .

Then, we obtain relations3445 44687 ! 9 :;=< .?>@,BA
7 # 9 :;=< .DCE,BA (2)

where 7 ! and 7 # are observed values of 7 axes of the
target feature point % for left and right images with
origin / ! and / # respectively, and % 9 < .=FHGIF ; A is
the position of the target feature point in the world
coordinate. Note that we can omit G coordinate in
this formulation.

In general, many feature points on the epipolar
line are obtained by a simple pre-process for the im-
age using local properties of the image such as 1st
order difference of intensity along with the epipolar
line. Then the association problem is to obtain the
correspondence between a set of feature points on
the left image and a set of them on the right image.
To discriminate each feature point, we put an index
number on the feature points as%KJ 9 < .LJ�F�GMJNF ; JOAPF 7 !J F 7 #J for Q 9SR F�+0FUTVTUTXW (3)

Where we are temporally assuming that all feature
points that we are concerning can be viewed by both



Figure 3: Parallel stereo camera.

left and right cameras without missing, and there is
no error detection. In equation (3), the association
between the feature point in the world coordinate, Y[Z ,
and the feature points on the two images, \�]Z and \P^Z ,
are known through the index _ .

In real situation, some of the feature points might
not be detected by simple image processing using lo-
cal properties such as high value of 1st difference of
intensity along with the epipolar line. This may oc-
cur in a probabilistic sense. Occlusion also provides
the missing in a deterministic sense. On the other
hand, we also should deal with an error detection,
which is a detection of feature point where actual
feature point does not exist. This is due to a small
fluctuation of the intensity along with the epipolar
line that comes from unstable conditions on image,
for example light, shade, etc. Thus some of the ob-
served feature points might be of the error detection.

3. Model
We propose a new model for 3D reconstruction in

stereo camera dynamic image in this section. Since
it is a first step for the new method for 3D recon-
struction, we employ a simple situation with single
motion in the scene. That is, there are objects with
single motion in a scene, or camera system is moving
with static scene. The objects in a scene are assumed
to be rigid basically, although proposed method can
deal with non-rigid objects when they are approxi-
mately rigid over short time interval. We also assume
for the motion to be only translation, i.e., no rotation.

3.1. Feature points
We assume that there are `ba feature points with`ca be fixed and known. All feature points move

with the same velocity due to a scene with one mov-
ing object or static scene with moving stereo camera

system.
Let position of _ -th feature point in the world co-

ordinate at time d , where e coordinate is omitted, be
denoted by f ZHg d�h�ikjVl Z�g d�h$m�no Z�g d�h�prq (4)

Note that _ varies in s1tumHv0mVwUwVwXm�`bayx . Where
o

coor-
dinate is log transform of its original value by no Z g d�hzi{}|1~ o Z g d�h for the sake of the range be in � while the
original range be positive.

Motion of _ -th feature point is denoted by a dif-
ference equationf ZHg d�hzi f ZHg d���t�h��b� g d)h (5)

where � g d�hIiDjV��� g d�h�m�n�M� g d�h�p (6)

is a velocity vector shared by all feature points, and it
is defined by a motion of the object in a single mov-
ing object scene or motion of the camera system with
static scene.

3.2. Motion model
For the velocity vector of the feature points, there

are several way to define it depending on the assump-
tion for the actual motion. The simplest one is fixed
velocity case denoted by� g d�h�i�� g dr��tyh�q (7)

The second one is that the velocity is defined by
a random walk process such as� g d�hIi8� g dr��tyh����� g d�h (8)

where �� g d�h��S` g�� m�����h is a random factor to give
a flexibility for the time change of the velocity vec-
tor. If the variance matrix ��� has small values in its
elements then the change will be small, vice versa.

The third one is more complicated where the ve-
locity vector is defined by a second order difference
equation with a form� � g d)h�i � g dr��tyh�� �� g dr��t�h�� g d)h�i �� g d���tyh�� � g d�h (9)

where a component � g d)h�i�jU �� g d�h�m�n [� g d�hNp��` g¡� m��£¢¤h is a random factor given to the first order
difference of velocity, i.e. acceleration. This means
that the acceleration is according to a random walk.

Higher order difference equations are possible to
use if needed.

3.3. Projection model
All feature points are projected to the image planes

of left and right cameras according to the each cam-
era projection model. Here we employ the central



projection model for both cameras, where relations
in equation (2) hold, then ¥ -th feature point at time ¦
will be projected to each image by§D¨�©ª�« ¦)¬® ¯P°u±[²³B´¶µ}·�¸ «�¹ ª « ¦�¬�º@»B¬¨�¼ª « ¦)¬� ¯P°u±[²³B´¶µ}·�¸ «�¹ ª « ¦�¬¾½E»B¬À¿ (10)

3.4. Observation model
Let ÁÃÂSÄ�ÅÇÆHÈ�É be a index of camera, where it

denotes left camera if Á��Å , vice versa.
Assume that ÊcË· feature points are observed from

the image of Á -camera at time ¦ . Where observed
feature points may contain error detections, and not
necessarily all the feature points in the scene are ob-
served. Thus, by letting ÊÌËÍ « ¦�¬ be the number of
detected feature points and Ê@ËÎ « ¦�¬ be the number of
error detections, it holdsÊ Ë « ¦�¬zÏÊ ËÍ « ¦�¬�º@Ê ËÎ « ¦�¬ ¿ (11)

Note that ÊcËÍ « ¦�¬ and ÊÃËÎ « ¦�¬ are unknown while ÊÌË·
is known through the observation.

Notice that actually observed feature points are
of unknown source, i.e., we do not known which fea-
ture point have produced a point on image actually
observed at each time ¦ . To represent this, associa-
tion variable is introduced asÐ ËÑ « ¦�¬�ÂÃÄVÒ�ÆVÓ1ÆVÔUÔUÔXÆHÊcÕyÉ (12)

for Ö -th observed point of Á -camera at time ¦ . If
the association variable takes Ò then the observed
point is due to the error detection. If it takes posi-
tive value then the corresponding observation comes
from

Ð ËÑ « ¦�¬ -th feature point of equation (4).
By letting ×1ËÑ « ¦�¬ be Ö -th observed point of Á -camera

at time ¦ , the observation process is denoted by fol-
lowing formula

× ËÑ « ¦�¬zØÚÙÛ Ü Ê «¨ ËÝ�Þß µ}·�¸ « ¦�¬�ÆHàXáy¬ Æ Ð ËÑ « ¦�¬�â�Òã «¡ä ¬ orÊ «�å¨ Æ�æçàXáy¬�Æ�æ@âèâÏÓ Æ Ð ËÑ « ¦�¬z8Ò
(13)

where
ã «¡ä ¬ denotes uniform distribution with rangeä

, with
ä

be the surveillance range of the observa-
tion, i.e., range of

¨
axis of the image plane.

3.5. Uncertainty in observation process
We define here several random processes to rep-

resent the uncertainty in the observation process that
will give conditions for the association between the
feature points of the model and the actually observed
points.

First of all, we define a process of missing ob-
servation that may occur in a probabilistic sense as
follows. Let é Í be a probability of detection of each
feature point of each camera. The detection process
is assumed to be independent for each feature point

and for each camera, and independent of the 3D po-
sitions of the feature points. It is also assumed to
be independent with respect to time. Then, the num-
ber of detected points, ÊÌËÍ « ¦�¬ , is according to a bi-
nomial distribution, Ê ËÍ « ¦�¬�Øëê « Ê Õ Æ¡é Í ¬ , with its
probability functioné « Ê Í ¬IÀì Ê ÕÊ ÍÀí�îèïçðÍ « Ó�½�é Í ¬ ïÇñ ± ïçð Æ (14)

where we suppress time index ¦ and camera index Á
for the sake of simplicity.

Secondly for the process of missing in a deter-
ministic sense such as occlusion, we only suggest a
direction of the modeling in this paper as follows.
While the detection process in a probabilistic sense
is represented by equation (14) as an unconditional
distribution, the process in a deterministic sense will
have a conditional probability distribution of Ê Í with
3D positions of the feature points be in the condi-
tional part. There may be many choices for the con-
ditional distribution, however we are not go into the
details of the design for it.

Next, for the error detection, the number of error
detection points, ÊbËÎ « ¦�¬ , is assumed to be according
to a Poisson distribution, ÊbËÎ « ¦�¬LØ Poisson

«ò�ó ¬ ,
independently of time, camera, and the 3D positions
of the feature points. Thus its probability function is,
with suppressing indices of time and camera,é « Ê Î ¬zÏ° ±Mô1õ «�òXö ¬ ï¾÷Kø Ê Î�ù Æ (15)

where
ó

is the volume of surveillance, i.e., width of
the image, and

ò
is a spatial density to occur the error

detection.
There is another uncertainty in the observation

process that is the order of the observed points. We
show here a case of completely no information about
the order. Note that in stereo camera, there can be
more restricted rules on the order, e.g., sorted in as-
cending order, however, we will not consider them in
this paper. Permutation of the detected points and the
error detection points are assumed to be uniformly
distributed, i.e. there are Ê@Ë « ¦�¬ ù combinations for it
with the same probability Ó ø ÊÌË « ¦�¬ ù for each case.

4. State estimation by particle filters

4.1. State space representation
The model described in the previous section can

be written in a state space representation with a linear
system equation and a nonlinear observation equa-
tion, which is conditioned by the association vari-
ables in equation (12).

First, a state vector consists of feature points in
the world coordinate and velocity vector as followsú ·  «¡û�ü*« ¦�¬�Æ û á « ¦�¬�ÆUÔVÔUÔ û ï ñ « ¦)¬�Æ�ý « ¦)¬�¬Hþ�Æ (16)



where ÿ ’ denotes transpose of vector ÿ . This is the
case for the velocity is according to the constant model
shown in equation (7), or is according to the random
walk model shown in equation (8). If one choose the
model in equation (9) as the motion model, then 1st
order difference of the velocity, ��������

, appears in the
state vector. Higher order differences of the velocity
may appear if necessary.

Second, we form a association vector, �
	 , hav-
ing elements ��� �����

, ���� �����
, ����� , �
������ 	�� ����� ���� �����

,�
�� �����
, ����� , and �������� 	 � ����� . Then, a system equa-

tion of the state space representation can be written
as ! 	#"%$ ! 	'& �)(+*-, 	�. , 	0/21 ��3 .54 �

(17)

where matrices $ and * are appropriately defined
in order to hold the models in equation (5) and the
motion model. , 	 is a system noise vector defined
according to the motion model. It will be null vec-
tor if one use equation (7), will be ��6�����

if one use
equation (8), or will be 7 �����

if equation (9) is used.
By letting a observation vector, 89	 , having ele-

ments :;� � ����� , :<�� �����
, ����� , :;�� � � 	 � ����� , :<� � �����

, :<�� �����
,����� , and :=�� � � 	�� ����� , we can write an observation equa-

tion, which is nonlinear with respect to the state vec-
tor

! 	 and conditioned by the association vector, as
follows, 8>	?"%@ � ! 	AB��	 � . (18)

where @ � � � is a vector valued function designed to
hold the relation (13).

Now, we have the state space representation with
system equation (17) and observation equation (18),
conditioned by the association vector � 	 . By using
1st order Taylor expansion, we have a linear approx-
imation of the observation equation as8C	0D2E � ��	 � ! 	 (GF � ��	 �H 	�. H 	0/I1 ��3 .BJ �

(19)
where

H 	 is a vector consisting of independent ele-
ments K�LM/21 �ON .BP � � , QR"TS�.VU.������W.V1X� ����� ( 1X� �����

.

4.2. State estimation
State estimation is to obtain a conditional distri-

bution of the state vector

! 	 given a series of the
observations up to a certain time say Y . The esti-
mation is called “filter” if

� "ZY , it is called “pre-
diction” when

�G[ Y , and is called “smoothing” if�]\ Y . According to the aim of this research, fil-
tering estimation is the one what we are interested
in.

In the model proposed here, which is shown by
system equation (17) and observation equation (18),
if � 	 is given for all time

� "^S�.VU�.������ , then the
state estimation can proceed by extended Kalman fil-
ter since the model consists of linear system equation
and nonlinear observation equation, and all noises
are Gaussian. However, we do not know the associa-
tion vector �_	 , so we need to estimate the association

vector as well as the state vector

! 	 . To achieve this,
we augment the state vector to have the original state
vector

! 	 and the association vector � 	 as` 	#"ba ! 	<c�.B��	<cedgf (20)

Then the state space model and its state estimation
problem become highly nonlinear, and there is no
closed form solution in general. Hence we need to
use some approximation method to solve the state
estimation problem.

We will use “particle filters” for the approxima-
tion method of state estimation as described in the
following subsections. Where, we will use a nota-
tion

! �Vh 	Xi � ! � . ! � .������j. ! 	 � . Thus the filtering
distribution can be written as k � ` 	�l 8 �Bh 	 � .
4.3. Particle filters

We here review the particle filters [8] [18] or “se-
quential Monte Carlo” (SMC) more generally [5] [19].
See [7] for more details.

Particle filters approximate a target distribution
by many number (say m ) of weighted particles. For
the target distribution, filtering distribution, denoted
by k � ` 	l 8 �Bh 	 � , is sufficient to our objective. How-
ever, for the sake of convenience, we will discuss
on the estimation of a joint distribution up to current
time

�
, denoted by k � `on h 	 l 8 �Vh 	 � , instead of the fil-

tering distribution. We can have the filtering distribu-
tion by a marginal of the distribution k � `pn h 	 l 8 �Bh 	 � .

Temporally assume that we can draw particles
from the target distribution. Note that it is not a real-
istic assumption since our objective itself is to obtain
the target distribution so it is not possible to draw
from the distribution by a straightforward method in
general. Under this assumption, particles are denoted
by q ` �sr �n h 	�t�urwv � /xk � ` n h 	�l 8 �Vh 	 � f (21)

Then, we can obtain Monte Carlo approximation of
any estimate of the state in the form

� ��yz� "|{ y}� ` n h 	 � k � ` n h 	l 8 �Vh 	 ��~ ` n h 	 (22)

which has no closed form solution to the integral, by�� u ��yz� " Sm u� rwv � y}� ` �wr �n h 	 � f (23)

Note that in equation (22), we take
y}� ` � " `

when
we estimate the mean of the state, or take

y}� ` � "a `%���` d � , with
�`

be the mean estimate, when one
wants to estimate the variance of the state, for ex-
ample. By the Monte Carlo approximation, not only
obtain the approximation of the integral in equation
(22) with no closed form solution, but also we can
circumvent a problem so called “curse of dimension”
involved in the numerical integration of equation (22).



However, it is not possible in general to draw
directly from the target distribution, we use impor-
tance sampling method by drawing the particles from
an importance function ������� , which has a condition� ���#�����o�������?����� , as�0����w�s�� � ���z��w� ��¡ ����� � � ��¢ £ � � � ��¤ (24)

and approximate the estimate of equation (22) by¥�¦ � ��§z��¨ �© �w�ª� §}� ����w�w���� � �¬«��w�w�� ¤ (25)

with weight

«��w�w�� ¨ � � ����w�w���� � ¢ £ � � � ���� ����w�w���� � ¢ £ � � � � (26)

Now the state estimation problem becomes to ob-

tain a set of weighted particles
�M® ����w�s�� � � ¤�«��w�s��x¯g�j��w� �sequentially in time. That is, we will apply a up-

date procedure to the weighted particles of time °R±²
when the new observation £ � becomes available,

then we obtain the updated weighted particles of time° . The procedures start from the initial weighted par-

ticles
��®ª�� �w�w�� ¤³« �w�w�� ¯��z��w�ª� .We can derive the update procedure as follows.

Sequential estimation formula in general is of the
form� ��� � � ��¢ £ � � � �´¨ � ��� ��� �'µ � ¢ £ � � �'µ � �¶ � � £C��¢ � � � � ��� ��¢ � �_µ � �� � £ � ¢ £ � � �'µ � � ¤

(27)
here we have used Markov property of the system
equation � ��� � ¢ � � � �'µ � ¤ £ � � �'µ � ��¨ � ��� � ¢ � �'µ � � and
independent property of the observation equation� � £C��¢ � ��� � ¤ £ � � �_µ � �]¨ � � £C��¢ � � � . Note that in
equation (27), the denominator of right hand side,� � £C��¢ £·� � �'µ � � , is the integral of the numerator with
respect to � � � � . Thus we have another integration
problem here, i.e., it has no closed form solution in
general, as well as it has high dimensionality of inte-
gration.

To achieve the sequential estimation as shown in
equation (27), at time ° , we draw only particles for
time ° , and reuse the past particles. Then, the new
draw becomes��o�s�w�� ¡ ����� ��¢ ���w�w���� �'µ � ¤ £ � � � � (28)

and we let the past particles be�� �w�w���� �'µ �¹¸ � �w�w�� � �_µ � (29)

for º¹¨ ² ¤V»�¤������z¤V¼ . This means that we are using
the importance function as����� � � � ¢ £ � � � � ¸ ����� � ¢ � ��� �'µ � ¤ £ � � � �¶ ����� � � �_µ � ¢ £ � � �'µ � �  (30)

Next for updating the weights of particles, divide
both sides of equation (27) by both sides of equation
(30), then we obtain the weight update procedure�«��w�s���½ «��w�w��'µ � � � £C��¢ ����w�w�� � � � ��o�s�w�� ¢ �o�s�w��_µ � ���� �� �w�w�� ¢ � �w�w���� �'µ � ¤ £ � � � � ¤ (31)

where we omit � � £-��¢ £p��� �'µ � � since it does not de-

pend on
��o�s�w�� , i.e., common constant for all particlesº·¨ ² ¤V»�¤�������¤V¼ . It can be shown that the weight

without the constant is enough to obtain the set of
weighted particles according to the posterior distri-
bution by introducing a normalizing procedure« �s�w�� ¨ �« �w�w��G¾�¿RÀÁ�Â
Ã �« ��ÄB��  (32)

Consequently, we have no need to evaluate the term� � £>��¢ £p��� �'µ � � , which has the integral with no closed
form and with high dimension, thus we can circum-
vent difficulty of the integration problem.

Finally, we will resample from the set of weighted

particles
�¹® �� �w�w���� � ¤³« �w�w��x¯��z��w� � with probability propor-

tional to the value of weight «0�w�w�� . Specifically, for
each ºj¨ ² ¤V»�¤�������¤V¼ , draw a random index variableÅ �w�s� according to multinomial distribution of values² ¤V»�¤������z¤V¼ with probabilities « �e�³�� ¤�« �ÇÆB�� ¤������z¤³« � � ��
respectively, then we let �p�w�w���� �IÈ ¨ �����Ä5ÉwÊ�ËÌ�� � � . And let

all weights be equal, i.e., «?�w�w��ÍÈ ¨ ² ¾ ¼ . Now, we

obtain particles,
� � �w�w���� � � ��s� � , that can be considered

as drawn from � ��� � � �¢ £ � � � � . The resampling step
might not be necessary depending on the variance of
the weights. When the resampling step is omitted,
we do �R�w�w���� �RÈ ¨ ����w�w�� � � and keep the weight values «#�s�w��
until the next updating.

4.4. Rao-Blackwellization
Rao-Blackwellization (RB) [2] is a general vari-

ance reduction method for Monte Carlo estimation
available for particle filters [6],[7]. RB uses a prop-
erty of the target distribution possible to decompose
into two parts, where one part has a closed form so-
lution. In the context of particle filters in our model,
the posterior distribution can be decomposed as� ��� ��� � ¢ £ � � � ��¨ � ��Î ��� � ¤VÏ � � � ¢ £ � � � �¨ � ��Î ��� � ¢ Ï � � � ¤ £ � � � � � �OÏ � � � ¢ £ � � � ��¤ (33)

where � �ÐÎ ��� � ¢ Ï � � � ¤ £ � � � � approximately has a closed
form solution since extended Kalman filter will ap-
ply. Thus the particle approximation of remaining
distribution, � �OÏ � � ��¢ £ � � � � , is the main task in RB.

Update procedure of weighted particles in RB is
as follows. Weighted particles are then denoted by�M®_�Ï<�w�w���� � ¤5ÑW�w�w��Ò¯��z��s� � , where the particles are assumed

to be drawn from a importance function as
�Ï_�s�w�� � � ¡



Ó�ÔOÕ Ö�× Ø�Ù Ú>ÛV× Ø<Ü . For a draw of new particle at timeÝ
, we also use a decomposed importance functionÓ�ÔOÕ Ö�× Ø Ù Ú ÛV× Ø Ü�ÞIÓ�Ô�Õ Ö × Ø_ßzÛ Ù Ú ÛB× Ø'ßjÛ Ü�Ó�ÔOÕ Ø Ù Õ Ö × Ø'ßzÛ;à Ú ÛB× Ø Ü

as same as the original particle filters. Update proce-
dure of weight is obtained by a similar manner of
equation (31) as

áâWãwäsåØçæ âWãwäwåØ'ßjÛ<è Ô�ÚCØ�Ù áÕ ãsäwåÖ × Ø à ÚpÖ�× Ø'ßjÛ Ü è Ô áÕ ãwäwåØ Ù Õ ãwäwåØ'ßjÛ à Ú·Ö × Ø_ßzÛ�ÜÓ�Ô áÕ ãwäwåØ Ù Õ ãsäwåÖ × Ø'ßzÛ à Ú ÛB× Ø Ü é
(34)

Major difference from the original particle filters is
that è Ô�Ú Ø Ù áÕ ãwäsåÖ × Ø à Ú Ö�× Ø'ßjÛ Ü is obtained through the (ex-
tended) Kalman filter procedure for a given particleáÕ ãwäsåÖ × Ø . Note for the other term, è Ô áÕ�Ø�Ù Õ�Ø_ßzÛ à Ú·Ö × Ø'ßzÛ�Ü ,
that it varies depending on the assumption for the
time evolution of the association vector. If it sim-
ply occurs independently for each time, then è Ô áÕ�Ø;Ü .
It may depend on the association vector of previous
time, then we have è Ô áÕ Ø Ù Õ Ø'ßjÛ Ü . Further it can depend
on the state vector ê Ø such as occlusion case, then
the term will be more complicated one.

Let us define some notations for the Kalman filter
procedure, filtering distribution, è Ô ê Ø Ù áÕ Ö × Ø�à Ú Ö�× Ø Ü , is
Gaussian with mean vector ë Ø<ì Ø and covariance ma-
trix í Ø<ì Ø , and one-step-ahead prediction distribution,è Ô ê Ø�Ù áÕ Ö�× Ø à Ú·Ö × Ø_ßzÛ�Ü , is Gaussian with mean vectorë Ø<ì Ø'ßjÛ and covariance matrix í Ø<ì Ø'ßjÛ . To proceed
the Kalman filter for RB, we need to keep these vec-
tors and matrices for each particle, thus we writeë ãwäsåØ<ì Ø and í ãwäwåØ<ì Ø for filtering distribution of î -th par-

ticle and ë ãwäwåØ<ì Ø_ßzÛ and í ãwäsåØ<ì Ø_ßzÛ for one-step-ahead pre-
diction distribution of î -th particle. We also define
notations for the prediction of observation denoted
by è ÔÐÚ Ø Ù áÕ ãwäsåÖ × Ø à Ú Ö�× Ø'ßjÛ Ü , which is Gaussian distribu-

tion as well, the mean vector is denoted by ïÚ ãwäwåØ<ì Ø'ßjÛ ,
and covariance matrix is by ð ãwäwåØ<ì Ø'ßjÛ .

Now we can write the extended Kalman filter pro-
cedure for RB. One-step-ahead prediction proceeds
with ë ãwäsåØ<ì Ø'ßjÛMñIò ë ãwäwåØ'ßjÛ ì Ø_ßzÛ à (35)í ãsäwåØ;ì Ø'ßzÛ¹ñ%ò í ãwäsåØ'ßjÛ ì Ø_ßzÛ�ò�ó
ô�õ÷ö>õ-ó é (36)

Next, we calculate the prediction of observationïÚ ãwäsåØ<ì Ø_ßzÛ ñ%øúù áÕ ãwäwåØXû ë ãwäwåØ<ì Ø'ßzÛ à (37)

ð ãwäsåØ<ì Ø_ßzÛMñ2ø ù áÕ ãwäwåØ û í ãwäwåØ<ì Ø'ßzÛ�ø ù áÕ ãwäwåØ û ó ôGü é (38)

Then we are able to update the weight according to
equation (34).

Filtering procedure of Kalman filter is required
for the next updating procedure since the procedure
starts from the filtering distribution at time

Ý÷ýÿþ
.

Firstly, Kalman gain is calculated by� ãsäwå� ñ í ãwäwåØ<ì Ø'ßjÛ ø ù áÕ ãwäwåØ û ó�� ð ãwäwåØ<ì Ø'ßjÛ�� ßzÛ à (39)

then the filtering procedure are as follows,

ë ãwäwåØ<ì Ø ñ ë ãsäwåØ<ì Ø'ßjÛ ô � ãwäwå� ù ÚCØ ý ïÚ ãwäsåØ<ì Ø_ßzÛ û à (40)

í ãwäsåØ<ì Ø ñ � Õ ý � ãwäså� ø ù áÕ ãsäwåØ û � í ãwäsåØ<ì Ø_ßzÛ é (41)

Mean vector and covariance matrix of the filter-
ing distribution are stored with the particle Õ ãwäsåÖ × Ø and
they are also resampled together with the particle if
resampling proceeds.

4.5. Importance function
In particle filters, there are some choices on the

importance function Ó�Ô áÕ�Ø�Ù Õ�Ö × Ø_ßzÛ à Ú>ÛV× Ø;Ü . Key of the
choice is effective use of the current observation, ÚGØ .
Optimal importance function, in the sense of mini-
mum variance of the weights, is investigated [7], and
it is suggested that the distribution è Ô áÕ�Ø�Ù Õ Ö�× Ø'ßjÛ à Ú>ÛV× Ø=Ü
achieves the optimal. However it is impractical due
to its huge computational cost. Thus the exploration
of sub-optimal importance functions becomes a key
for the particle filtering.

We propose to use a sub-optimal importance func-
tion as follows. Firstly, we can divide it into each
camera due to the independent property. By denoting
part of � -camera by Õ��Ø , Ú	� ÛB× Ø , etc., then importance
function of � -camera can be decomposed asÓ�ÔOÕ
�Ø Ù Õ��Ö�× Ø'ßjÛ à Ú�� ÛV× Ø Ü ñ Ó�Ô���Û Ô Ý Ü�Ù Õ
�Ö × Ø_ßzÛ à Ú�� ÛV× Ø Ü� Ó�Ô���� Ô Ý Ü�Ù ��Û Ô Ý Ü à Õ��Ö�× Ø'ßjÛ à Ú�� ÛV× Ø Ü� Ó�Ô���� Ô Ý Ü�Ù ��Û Ô Ý Ü à ��� Ô Ý Ü à Õ
�Ö�× Ø'ßjÛ à Ú�� ÛV× Ø Ü

...� Ó�Ô������ ã Ø å Ô Ý Ü�Ù ��Û Ô Ý Ü à ��� Ô Ý Ü à
�
���zà Õ
�Ö × Ø'ßzÛ à Ú	� ÛB× Ø Ü
(42)

where � -th term of the right hand side is proportional
to the following pdf’s; here we suppress the time in-
dex

Ý
in some parts for simplicity,Ó�Ô���� Ù ��Û à ��� à��
���zà ��� ßjÛ à Õ
�Ö × Ø_ßzÛ à Ú�� ÛV× Ø Ü

æ��� � � Ô�!���#" ï$ à&%(' � Ü à ��� ñ*)) à ���,+ñ*) à�-�.0/ � ��� ñ ��1� Ô�!���#" $ �2 �3 à&' � Ü à otherwise
(43)

where � Ô $ "54 à&' � Ü denotes density function of Gaus-
sian distribution with mean 4 and variance ' � .

Practically, Ó�Ô � Ü56 is used as the importance func-
tion instead of Ó�Ô � Ü itself, with 7 / þ

. This is aimed
at relaxing the skewness of the original importance
function. This is because that the original importance
function might not be correct, i.e. not the same as the
target distribution, so too skew distribution will pro-
duce degenerated particles in which most particles
are far from the right zone in the state space.

5. Simulation experiment
A simulation experiments have been carried out

to illustrate how the proposed method efficiently works.
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Figure 4: Feature points on left image.

Synthetic data, feature points on left and right image,
are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Where, number
of feature points is 8:9<;>= , detection probability
is set to ?A@>;CBEDGF , spatial density of error detec-
tion HI;JBKD B#B#= is used with volume of surveillanceL ; M#B . Gaussian observation noise with zero mean
and variance NPO:;RQ�BTSUO is added to these feature
points.

Conditions of state estimation by RB particle fil-
ters are as follows. Number of particles is set toV ;WQYX&B#BYB . Observation noise variance is set to
the true one NPOZ;[Q�BESUO with clutter factor \,;]Q�BE^5_ .
System noise variance for

La`
is set to Q�BTSAb , and forLUc

is also set to Q�BTSUb . Skew relaxing factor in im-
portance function is set to de;]Q�BfSfO .

Estimation results are shown in Figure 6 for g
and Figure 7 for h . Estimation results of associations
are shown in Table 1. All associations for all time are
correctly estimated in this experiment.

By looking at the estimation results of 3D posi-
tions of feature points in g -axis and h -axis, shown
in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively, we can see that
estimated trajectories correctly track the true trajec-
tories after 5 time step both for g -axis and h -axis.

6. Conclusion
A new method for 3D reconstruction from dy-

namic image of stereo camera by using elaborated
state space model and use of particle filters for the
state estimation. The model consists of 3D posi-
tions of feature points moving with the same velocity
of translation, and they are projected to the left and
right images according to the camera models. Fea-
ture points observed on the images are assumed to
have unknown associations to the feature points in
the model. Thus the proposed method estimate the
3D information of the feature points and the associ-
ations simultaneously. We also assume that there are
missing feature points, as well as error detections,
which are detections of feature points at not existing
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Figure 5: Feature points on right image.
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Figure 6: Estimation result of g .

positions. Simulation experiment illustrates the ef-
ficiency of the method, where we have obtained 3D
trajectories of feature points very close to the true tra-
jectories, and also obtained correct associations be-
tween observation and the model.

For future researches, there are several remain-
ing problems in the proposed model, such as dealing
with rotation, proper treatment of occlusion, permu-
tation of the observation, and realistic camera model.
By introducing them, we can apply the method to a
real stereo image sequences. Current method is lim-
ited to a single motion case, so dealing with the multi
motion case is interesting for the future research. In
this case, we need to introduce another association
variables between feature points and motion objects.

We remark that the proposed method here is just
for 3D reconstruction of stereo camera in dynamic
image, however, the method is not limited to the spe-
cific case. That is, it essentially gives a basis for
solving the association problem in multi sensor sit-
uation while the sensed information is reconstructed
at the same time. Thus the extension of the method
into multi sensor situation, not necessarily limited to
camera image, but also including sensors with au-
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Table 1: Estimation results of associations.j
Left image kmln Right image k5on

1 1 2 3 4 5 - 1 2 3 4 5 -
2 2 5 4 - - - 3 1 5 4 - -
3 3 1 5 2 4 - 4 0 1 - - -
4 3 1 5 - - - 3 2 5 1 - -
5 3 5 4 - - - 1 2 4 - - -
6 5 4 1 - - - 1 4 - - - -
7 0 2 5 4 - - 3 4 2 0 1 -
8 1 2 4 3 5 - 2 1 0 - - -
9 2 4 3 5 - - 1 2 3 4 - -

10 0 5 1 - - - 0 2 5 4 0 -
11 5 1 2 4 0 - 3 2 1 4 5 -
12 1 3 2 - - - 2 1 5 3 - -
13 5 3 2 1 - - 5 0 - - - -
14 5 1 4 - - - 0 5 3 - - -
15 4 5 3 2 1 - 5 1 3 2 - -
16 3 4 2 5 - - 1 2 3 5 - -
17 3 4 1 5 2 - 2 1 4 - - -
18 3 5 2 1 - - 0 4 0 2 3 -
19 2 5 1 3 4 - 2 0 3 5 4 -
20 3 - - - - - 2 5 - - - -
21 1 2 3 - - - 2 4 - - - -
22 0 3 5 1 2 - 3 4 2 1 - -
23 5 1 3 2 - - 3 2 5 4 - -
24 5 4 1 3 2 - 1 2 3 5 - -
25 3 5 4 2 1 - 5 3 2 4 1 -
26 2 0 5 3 - - 4 5 3 1 - -
27 2 4 5 1 3 - 3 0 4 1 - -
28 1 4 2 - - - 3 0 5 1 4 -
29 0 4 5 1 2 - 1 5 3 - - -
30 3 2 0 1 - - 5 1 4 - - -

dio, ultrasonic wave, microwave, infrared light, and
so on, is interesting for the future work.
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